CS70N ™
CS70N™ Professional Wireless Headset System
No compromises. Performance, style and comfort all in one.
Beauty and brains. Style and smarts. Get the best of both worlds
with the CS70N professional wireless headset system — the
perfect marriage of premium audio performance and sleek
styling. Link the CS70N to any business phone, and let the no–
compromises design make you more accessible, more
comfortable, and more productive. Intelligent, high-performance
features make this headset perfect for intensive, all-day phone
use, technology connoisseurs that demand cutting-edge
electronics — or anyone in a cubicle that just wants a great
headset.
• Crystal-clear conversation. Featuring a top-of-the-line, Noise-		
Canceling microphone for clear speech in environments with 		
distracting background noise
• Talk anywhere. Enables both speaker and listener to communicate
distinctly and intelligibly — even in noisy cubicle environments
• All-day comfort. Behind-the-ear design keeps the CS70N discreet
and comfortable enough that it’s easy to forget you’re wearing it
• VoIP performance. Superior microphone and speaker combine to
create a high-performance headset that yields great results for 		
traditional phone lines and IP Telephony systems

The Professional Wireless Series
Plantronics professional wireless headsets are designed to allow
workplace mobility while boosting reachability — with models to
fit every need. Based on best-in-class wireless technology, each
conversation is kept crystal clear and secure, and with plenty of
battery in-use time. Benefits include:
• Talk hands-free: use a keyboard and mouse, lead a Webinar, 		
reach for a file
• Increase mobility: bring landline calls to the conference room, 		
printer, fax
• Move naturally: un-tangle from cords, work ergonomically, all day
• Stay available: remote answer/end means no more missed calls
• Block interference: from other wireless devices with voice-		
dedicated 1.9GHz DECT™ radio frequency
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CS70N ™ PROFESSIONAL Wireless Headset System

CS70N Key Features
Radio Frequency Technology
Wearing Style
Recommended Environment
Digital Encryption
Roaming Range
Headset Weight
Headset Controls
Battery Recharge Time
In-Use Battery Life
Microphone Style
Remote Ring Notification
Single Button Call Control
Integrated Base/Charging Cradle

1.9GHz DECT™
Behind ear
All environments, even those
with average-to-loud ambient noise
64-bit
Up to 300 ft.
0.75 oz
Volume, mute, call answer/end
1.5 hours for 80% charge,
3 hours for 100% charge
6 hours
Noise-Canceling
Yes*
Yes
Yes
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>> CS70N Wireless Headset System with HL10
Telephone not included

*Optional HL10 Handset Lifter Accessory
The HL10 Handset Lifter adds the convenience of
remote ring notification and one-touch answering
and ending calls while away from your desk by lifting
your deskphone handset when a call comes in.

For more information about CS70N or other
Plantronics products, please visit our Web
site at: www.plantronics.com
TEL:

The CS70N is currently approved for use in the United States and Canada.

800-544-4660 (USA AND CANADA)
831-458-7700 (OUTSIDE USA)
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Sound Innovation for missions to the moon. And for everyday life on this planet, too.
In 1969, a Plantronics headset carried the historic first words from the moon: “That’s one small step for man, one giant leap for mankind.” Today, we’re
the headset of choice in mission-critical applications such as air traffic control and 911 dispatch. This history of proven sound innovation is the basis
for every product we build—whether it’s for work, for home or on the go.

